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REPORT

THE JOHNS HOPKINS MEDICINE
ALUMNI ASSOCATION
FORMERLY THE JOHNS HOPKINS
MEDICAL & SURGICAL ASSOCATION

THE JHM&SA IS NOW
THE JOHNS HOPKINS MEDICINE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
During Reunion and Alumni Weekend, the Johns Hopkins Medical & Surgical Association
(JHM&SA) passed the historic vote to change its name to the Johns Hopkins Medicine Alumni
Association. The new name makes clear that the association is inclusive of all our 35,000 alumni
including all degree holders, and former trainees, fellows and faculty. The Johns Hopkins
Medicine Alumni Association is committed to strengthening relationships between our alumni
and institutions; improving quality of life and providing educational opportunities for students,
fellows, and house staff; and keeping our community informed and connected.

FUNDING
INITIATIVES
STETHOSCOPES & WHITE COATS
The Johns Hopkins Medicine Alumni Association provided 120 stethoscopes and white
coats for first year MD students and 122 white coats for graduate students and new PhD
candidates. Both fundraising campaigns exceeded their goals, providing for 100% of
students and candidates.

STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS & AWARDS
The Johns Hopkins Medicine Alumni Association Centennial Endowed Scholarship helps
medical students pay their educational expenses. In FY22, the scholarship went to a
talented 4th year student interested in pursuing dermatology. The association also
sponsors five Young Investigator Awards annually for post-doctoral students and fellows.

ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT
The Johns Hopkins Medicine Alumni Association provides annual financial support to the
House Staff Council, Graduate Student Association, the Johns Hopkins Postdoctoral
Association, the Medical Student Society, and the Office of Cultural Affairs.

JOHNS HOPKINS MEDICINE MAGAZINE
The Johns Hopkins Medicine Alumni Association continues to financially support Johns
Hopkins Medicine Magazine, and contributes stories, class notes and obituaries. The
magazine is published three times per year and reaches 32,000 subscribers.

REUNION &
ALUMNI WEEKEND
On June 2-5, The Johns Hopkins Medicine Alumni Association co-sponsored, with the School of
Medicine, the first Reunion and Alumni Weekend to return in person in two years. Alumni and friends
returned to campus with many memorable opportunities to reconnect, discover, and celebrate.
Highlights included the Reunion Symposium with keynote speaker Rochelle Walensky, Med '95,
Director of the CDC; the presentation of alumni awards and portraits; class dinners; and virtual
connections.

HIGHLIGHTS
380+ alumni and friends attended in person and we recognized graduating classes with years
ending in 2 and 7.
$12,304,884 raised by Reunion and Grand Classes supporting the School of Medicine, nearly
doubling their goal of $6,500,000.
25+ programs were offered throughout the weekend including 14 alumni dinners and gatherings.
13 awards and portraits presented honoring distinguished alumni.
107 students, alumni, trainees, and faculty registered for the UIM/S Reception at the Four
Seasons Baltimore.

JHM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GRANT PROGRAM
To support all learners and foster community at the School of Medicine, the Johns Hopkins Medicine
Alumni Association launched this grant program to fund innovative projects led by SoM students, house
staff and fellows to address current needs on campus. Here are the projects we supported in FY22.

LEAD-S

PANACEA 2022

$1,200 supported the Leadership,

$800 supported printing 195 copies

Education, and Allyship

of Panacea 2022, the annual arts

Development for Surgeons (LEAD-S):

magazine of the Hopkins Arts in

a 12-module curriculum to teach

Medicine Society. The publication

trainees how to be better surgical

highlights the artistic passions of

educators and leaders.

medical students.

BREAKING DOWN SILOS IN
CANCER CARE
$1,500 supported activities for house
staff and fellows in cancer care to
socialize and bond outside of work,
including an axe throwing event.
They are planning an escape room
activity this summer.

BIOMEDICAL SCHOLARS
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL MILESTONES

WOMEN IN STEM SYMPOSIUM

$1,100 supported the 14th annual event

minorities in STEM to connect, celebrate, learn,

celebrating the accomplishments and excellence
of trainees underrepresented in science. The
event was hosted in collaboration with the
Biomedical Scholars Association (BSA), the
Diversity Postdoctoral Alliance Committee
(DPAC), and the Office of Graduate Biomedical
Education (OGBE).

$1,500 supported a symposium for women and
and grow professionally. 150 learners, alumni,
and friends attended. Featured speakers
included two Hopkins PhD alumni who also
offered to review resumes and provide job
search advice. The event emphasized
academic advancement and confidence.

PEER-LED CURRICULUM TO
COMBAT BURNOUT

JOHNS HOPKINS MEDWIKI

$1,500 supported the Johns Hopkins

$800 is supporting a quarterly peer-

Swim Club, which expanded to 200

led narrative dinner series as a way

engagement with MedWiki by raffling

members including learners, faculty,

to combat physician burnout

and staff. The swim club provides

amongst residents. So far, two

swimming lessons and social

programs have been scheduled

activities that foster community.

along with surveys to participants.

JOHNS HOPKINS
SWIM CLUB

WEGO FOUNDATION
$1,500 supported the expansion of WeGo, the
SOM student-run organization that uses
telepresence robotics to allow pediatric
inpatients to remotely tour diverse attractions
nationwide. Funds supported expansion to
Everglades National Park, the Mote Marine
Laboratory and Aquarium, the Museum of
Science and Discovery, St. Joseph's Children's
Hospital, the Glazer Children's Museum, All
Children's Hospital, and Zoo Miami.

$750 supported increasing
gift cards to survey participants.
Engagement tripled, providing data
to improve MedWiki course pages
and identify needs for new pages.

ASSESSMENT IN LEARNING NEEDS
OF BIOETHICS IN INTERNAL
MEDICINE RESIDENCY PROGRAMS
$1,500 is supporting a study of bioethics
training in residency programs to help tailor
curricular needs and overcome barriers in
implementation. The project is in the
statistical analysis stage and funds supported
compensation for 75 out of 121 resident
participants.

PEDIATRIC TOXICOLOGY
CURRICULUM

INVERTEBRATE CLUB

$1,500 supported the creation of an

goals to provide trainees interested

online pediatric toxicology

in invertebrates chances to connect,

curriculum focused on assessing and

develop peer-mentorship, and feel

improving physician knowledge and

part of a collaborative and inclusive

comfort level in recognizing and

community. Trainees recently

adequately managing toxic

presented research seminars. One

exposures. Funds have been used to

was on using AI to decode spider

create the curriculum in Rise 360

web making behavior and the other

and for SCORM cloud services.

discussed deep phenotyping of

Participants are being recruited

drosophila sleep behavior. The club

through fall 2022.

also hosted a trivia night.

$1,500 supported the new club in its

THE SCI'MORE PODCAST

$1,350 supported the podcast and its goal to
make science more accessible while cultivating
communications skills in students and
trainees. Funds helped this student-led
purchase necessary equipment, software, and
marketing to develop higher quality content
faster, and expand their audience. The team
plans to use remaining funds on marketing and
is working to recruit more volunteers.

OVERDOSE AWARENESS
AND NALOXONE
ADMINISTRATION TRAINING
$1,500 supported bringing in a harm
reduction advocate to provide
insight into the world of safer
injection, motivational interviewing,
harm reduction, and naloxone
administration. Attendees were given
training on how to use the life-saving
agent and sent home with their own
overdose prevention kit.

ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY:
RESIDENT-TO-RESIDENT
MENTORSHIP PROJECT

$1,440 supported a program to support
mentorship and well-being for orthopaedic
resident trainees. The program pairs senior
and junior residents and includes quarterly
meetings to assess and discuss goals.

COFFEE WITH A
CARDIOLOGIST

VISION SCREENING IN OUR
NEIGHBORHOOD (VISION)

$1,500 supported the creation of a

$1,500 supported community vision

$1,500 supported the creation of a

mentorship program for the Johns

screening events that provide

day of service for orthopaedic

Hopkins Department of Cardiology

students with early exposure to

surgery residents, providing an

to connect residents with alumni.

various eye examination techniques

opportunity for team building, giving

This includes the creation of a

under supervision from

back, and getting to know the

database and hosting networking

ophthalmologists, and engagement

community Hopkins residents serve.

events. The team is working on

with meaningful community service

Funds supported acquisition of

building their alumni registry and

that supports students'

supplies.

plan to host a coffee "happy hour" in

understanding of social

November.

determinants of health. Funds

JH ORTHO MLK DAY OF
SERVICE

supported the cost of equipment
and supplies.

3-D ANATOMICAL REPRESENTATION
FOR SURGICAL TEACHING

IMPERFECT ROUNDS

$1,050 supported a storytelling series created

$1,500 supported the development of a

to promote shared vulnerability and

repository of videos of gold-standard

community-building in our UME and GME

procedures that incorporate 3-D

learner communities. Two session have been

representation of the associated anatomy,

held. During each session, 4-5 prominent

created for residents in the OHNS department

leaders of their specialties are invited to share

at Johns Hopkins Hospital. Funding supported

6-8 minute stories about failure. Programs were

editing 3 videos and 3-D reconstructions of the

marketed to students, residents and fellows,

corresponding anatomy for these surgeries.

and hosted virtually.

Additional videos and 3-D anatomies are being
created along with an evaluation of their
efficacy.

For more information about Johns Hopkins Medicine Alumni Association,
visit us at: https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/som/alumni/jhmsa/

